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ABSTRACT: The desire for low-power/voltage operation of devices is driving
renewed interest in understanding scaling effects in ferroelectric thin films. As the
dimensions of ferroelectrics are reduced, the properties can vary dramatically,
including the robust scaling relationship between coercive field (Ec) and thickness
(d), also referred to as the Janovec−Kay−Dunn (JKD) law, wherein Ec ∝ d−2/3.
Here, we report that whereas (001)-oriented heterostructures follow JKD scaling
across the thicknesses range of 20−330 nm, (111)-oriented heterostructures of the
canonical tetragonal ferroelectric PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 exhibit a deviation from JKD
scaling wherein a smaller scaling exponent for the evolution of Ec is observed in
films of thickness ≲ 165 nm. X-ray diffraction reveals that whereas (001)-oriented
heterostructures remain tetragonal for all thicknesses, (111)-oriented hetero-
structures exhibit a transition from tetragonal-to-monoclinic symmetry in films of
thickness ≲ 165 nm as a result of the compressive strain. First-principles
calculations suggest that this symmetry change contributes to the deviation from
the expected scaling, as the monoclinic phase has a lower energy barrier for switching. This structural evolution also gives
rise to changes in the c/a lattice parameter ratio, wherein this ratio increases and decreases in (001)- and (111)-oriented
heterostructures, respectively, as the films are made thinner. In (111)-oriented heterostructures, this reduced tetragonality
drives a reduction of the remanent polarization and, therefore, a reduction of the domain-wall energy and overall energy
barrier to switching, which further exacerbates the deviation from the expected scaling. Overall, this work demonstrates a
route toward reducing coercive fields in ferroelectric thin films and provides a possible mechanism to understand the
deviation from JKD scaling.
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Ferroelectric thin films, which possess an electrically
switchable spontaneous polarization, have garnered
increasing attention for applications in modern nano-

electronics. Such materials have been utilized as critical
components in nonvolatile memories1,2 and logic devices,3,4

exhibiting improved performance5−7 such as high-speed write
operation, long-term endurance, and low-voltage operation.

With the increasing requirement for storage density and power
efficiency in these devices, it is essential to investigate the
scaling potential of ferroelectric thin films for low-voltage
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operation and low power consumption. In particular, it is
possible to accomplish low-voltage operation in ferroelectrics
simply by reducing film thickness. Such a variation of coercive
field with thickness pertains to ferroelectric size effects, or the
change in properties with decreasing physical dimension, which
have been widely observed in ferroelectric ceramics,8 single
crystals,19,20 and thin films.9−13 While early work on thin and
ultrathin versions of these materials was susceptible to extrinsic
size effects, such as interfacial “dead layers”, which lead to
suppressed ferroelectricity,14−16 recent advances in contact
materials, as well as material synthesis,17,18 have produced
increasingly high-quality ferroelectric thin films that beget the
study of intrinsic size effects.
One of the foremost intrinsic size-effect phenomena is the

scaling relationship between coercive field (Ec) and film
thickness (d), or the so-called Janovec−Kay−Dunn (JKD)
law, wherein Ec ∝ d−2/3. This semiempirical relation derived in
the 1960s from studies of ferroelectric single crystals was later
found to be applicable to thin films from 100 μm to 100 nm
thick.19−21 Despite the vast majority of materials explored to
date following this scaling law, occasional studies have found
deviations.22−24 For example, work on ultrathin films of
poly(vinylidene fluoride trifluoroethylene) reported a deviation
from JKD scaling wherein the measured Ec was independent of
thickness in films of thickness < 15 nm.22,23 Later work,
however, found that such deviations could be accounted for by
considering depolarization fields arising from incomplete
screening from electrodes, which leads to a difference between
the measured and true Ec in ultrathin films.25 Despite the
seeming universality of JKD scaling, its semiempirical nature
leaves the door open to the identification of systems that
deviate from this behavior and thus provide even better low-
voltage operation. How to engineer materials to achieve such
reduced Ec scaling remains a challenge.
Here, using a combination of advanced thin-film epitaxy, X-

ray diffraction, and first-principles calculations, the effect of film
orientation on Ec scaling in tetragonal PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 thin films
is probed. In this work, we report that while (001)-oriented

heterostructures follow JKD scaling across the thickness range
of 20−330 nm, (111)-oriented heterostructures exhibit a
deviation from JKD scaling wherein a reduced scaling exponent
for the evolution of Ec is observed in films of thickness ≲ 165
nm. X-ray diffraction reveals that, whereas (001)-oriented
heterostructures remain tetragonal for all thicknesses, (111)-
oriented heterostructures exhibit a transition from tetragonal-
to-monoclinic symmetry in films of thickness ≲ 165 nm as a
result of the compressive strain. First-principles calculations
suggest that this symmetry change contributes to the deviation
from the expected scaling as the monoclinic phase has a lower
energy barrier for switching. This structural evolution also gives
rise to changes in the c/a lattice parameter ratio, wherein this
ratio increases and decreases in (001)- and (111)-oriented
heterostructures, respectively, as the films are made thinner. In
(111)-oriented heterostructures, this reduced tetragonality
drives a reduction of the remanent polarization and, therefore,
a reduction of the domain-wall energy and overall energy
barrier to switching, which further exacerbates the deviation
from the expected scaling.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The 80 nm La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/20−330 nm PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3/20 nm
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/SrTiO3 (001) and (111) heterostructures were
grown via pulsed-laser deposition using established procedures
(Methods).26,27 All film thicknesses were measured using both
X-ray reflectivity and Rutherford backscattering spectrometry
(Supporting Information, Figures S1 and S2). Following
growth, the top La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 layer was further patterned
into 25 μm (diameter) circular electrodes using a wet-etching
process (Methods). Ferroelectric hysteresis loop measurements
(Methods) were performed as a function of frequency on all
heterostructures (for simplicity, only loops measured at 1 kHz
are shown here for (001)- (Figure 1a) and (111)-oriented
(Figure 1b) heterostructures). Hysteresis loops measured at
other frequencies are also provided (Supporting Information,
Figures S3 and S4). Regardless of the film thickness and
orientation, well-saturated hysteresis loops can be measured

Figure 1. Ferroelectric hysteresis loops measured at 1 kHz for (a) (001)- and (b) (111)-oriented heterostructures as a function of film
thickness. (c) Coercive field (Ec), (d) remanent polarization (Pr), and (e) work of switching plotted as a function of film thickness for (001)-
and (111)-oriented heterostructures.
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down to 1 Hz, indicating the films are highly insulating. The Ec,
defined as (|Ec

+| − |Ec
−|)/2 (where |Ec

+| and |Ec
−| are the

magnitudies of the positive and negative Ec values,
respectively), is plotted as a function of thickness for all the
(001)- and (111)-oriented heterostructures (Figure 1c). A
number of key observations can be made. First, for all film
thicknesses, the (111)-oriented heterostructures exhibit lower
Ec than (001)-oriented heterostructures. This could be related
to different local-switching events in these differently oriented
films, as prior studies27 have found that direct 180° switching is
favored in (001)-oriented heterostructures, whereas multistep,
90° switching is favored in (111)-oriented heterostructures.
These 90° switching events, which have a lower energy barrier,
could contribute to a lower Ec in the (111)-oriented
heterostructures. Second, clear differences are observed in the
Ec scaling for the two film orientations. In (001)-oriented
heterostructures, Ec ∝ d−0.55±0.032 across the entire thickness
regime studied herein, which is close to the expected JKD
scaling. In the (111)-oriented heterostructures, Ec ∝ d−0.51±0.013

for films of thickness > 165 nm and Ec ∝ d−0.28±0.019 for films of
thickness < 165 nm. In addition, the remanent polarization Pr,
defined as (Pr

+ − Pr
−)/2 (where Pr

+ and Pr
− are the positive and

negative Pr values, respectively), remains essentially unchanged
in (001)-oriented heterostructures, but decreases in (111)-
oriented heterostructures as the film thickness is reduced
(Figure 1d). The work of switching, as defined as the area
inside the hysteresis loop and a direct measure of the energy
loss during switching (Figure 1e), increases rapidly as the films
are made thinner for the (001)-oriented heterostructures, but
remains essentially unchanged for the (111)-oriented hetero-
structures. The difference in the work of switching is
particularly large in the thinnest films, where, in (111)-oriented
heterostructures, the greatly reduced Ec and Pr dominate the
response. Ultimately, what these data suggest is that the Ec
scaling for (111)-oriented heterostructures deviates from the
expected JKD scaling, and this, in turn, manifests itself as a
dramatic reduction of the work of switching in the thinnest
films. This observation is particularly important from an
engineering standpoint, but begs the question as to what
causes this deviation in the scaling relation in (111)-oriented
heterostructures.
Before this deviation can be attributed to an intrinsic feature

of the material, we must explore the possibility that this
deviation is caused by extrinsic factors. Possible extrinsic factors
such as interfacial “dead layers” and incomplete screening from
electrodes, however, are excluded for the following reasons: In
the case of an interfacial “dead layer”, an extra voltage drop can
be observed, which leads to an increase in Ec and a larger
exponent in Ec scaling (Ec ∝ d−1).16,24 Additionally, the
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 electrodes were controlled to be of sufficient
thickness to provide sufficient carriers to screen the polar-
ization, were produced in situ during the same growth process
as the ferroelectric layer, and were created using identical
conditions to purposely make them as identical as possible.
Thus, it is unlikely that the observed deviation is caused by
incomplete screening from electrodes that occurs only in the
(111)-oriented heterostructures. Having ruled out such
extrinsic factors, we focus on investigating possible intrinsic
factors that could lead to the observed deviation. First, we
performed X-ray rocking curve measurements to study whether
the observed deviation could be related to variations in the film
crystalline quality (Supporting Information, Figure S5). It is
noted that the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the

rocking curves, which is indicative of the crystalline quality,
evolves in a similar manner with film thickness for both film
orientations, such that 20-nm-thick films of both orientations
show small and similar FWHM (<0.05°). Recall, however, that
the largest deviation from the expected JKD scaling occurs in
20-nm-thick (111)-oriented heterostructures, not the (001)-
oriented heterostructure; suggesting that the crystalline quality
is not the cause for the observed deviation from JKD scaling.
In an attempt to better understand the driving force for this

deviation from JKD scaling, X-ray diffraction experiments were
completed to explore a further potential structural origin. First,
for (001)-oriented heterostructures, analysis of the 001-
diffraction conditions for the PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 films reveals that
as the film thickness is reduced, the out-of-plane lattice
parameter elongates (as expected for a compressively strained
film that is coherently strained only in the thinnest films;
Supporting Information, Figure S6). Reciprocal space mapping
(RSM) studies were used to examine the evolution of both the
in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters for the (001)-
oriented heterostructures, and, for brevity, only RSMs of the
103-diffraction conditions of the films and substrate for films of
thickness of 40 nm (Figure 2a) and 165 nm (Figure 2b) are

shown (RSMs for all thicknesses are provided elsewhere;
Supporting Information, Figure S7). For the PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3
films of thickness ≲60 nm, the 103-diffraction peaks arising
from the PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 and SrTiO3 exhibit the same in-plane
values, confirming the films are coherently strained. For the
PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 films of thickness ≳ 60 nm, the 103-diffraction
peak for the PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 is found to shift toward smaller Qx
values, indicating that the films are relaxing. A summary of the
evolution of the lattice with film thickness, namely, the
evolution of the in-plane (a, b) and out-of-plane (c) lattice
parameters as well as the lattice angle (α, β, and γ, the interaxial
angles) (Figure 2c) and the c/a lattice parameter ratio (Figure
2d), is provided. It is found that, as the film thickness decreases,
c increases and a (or b, a = b) decreases, resulting in an
increasing c/a ratio, while α, β, γ ≈ 90°, implying that the

Figure 2. X-ray reciprocal space mapping studies of the 103-
diffraction conditions of films and substrates for (001)-oriented
PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 heterostructures of thickness (a) 40 nm and (b) 165
nm. Thickness dependence of (c) lattice constants and interaxial
angles, (d) c/a ratio, and (e) self-strain in (001)-oriented
heterostructures.
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structure remains tetragonal. Using the measured and bulk
lattice parameter values, we can calculate the effective self-strain
(i.e., the distortion of the lattice relative to bulk) as a function of
thickness (ε = −a a

a
measured bulk

bulk
). It is noted that the effective

compressive strain in the film increases with reducing film
thickness (Figure 2e).
Similar studies were performed for the (111)-oriented

heterostructures. Analysis of the 111-diffraction conditions
shows no obvious trend and thus provides limited insights into
any structural changes (Supporting Information, Figure S8).
RSM studies on the 312- and 330-diffraction conditions of the
PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 films were completed to probe the lattice
evolution along the (orthogonal) in-plane [11̅0] and [112 ̅],
respectively. Again, for brevity, only RSMs of the 312-
diffraction condition of the films of thickness of 40 nm (Figure
3a) and 165 nm (Figure 3b) are shown (RSMs of the 312- and
330-diffraction conditions for all thicknesses are provided
elsewhere; Supporting Information, Figures S9 and S10,
respectively). Complex diffraction patterns were observed for
the 312-diffraction condition wherein the PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 peak
splits into three peaks in films of thickness ≲ 60 nm and six
peaks in films of thickness ≳ 60 nm. It should be noted that for
(111)-oriented versions of tetragonal PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 three
structural variants are present with the polar axis (c lattice
parameter) aligned along the [100], [010], and [001], which
could contribute to the splitting of the 312-diffraction peaks
into three peaks, which are indexed as the 312-, 231-, and 123-
diffraction conditions (Figure 3a and b). This mechanism,
however, can only account for the splitting into three peaks in
films of thickness ≲ 60 nm. In order to understand the
additional peak splitting in thicker films, three-dimensional
RSM studies were completed for the 222-diffraction condition

(Methods). For brevity, only three-dimensional RSMs for films
of thickness of 40 nm (Figure 3c) and 165 nm (Figure 3d) are
shown (three-dimensional RSMs for all thicknesses for the 222-
diffraction conditions are provided elsewhere; Supporting
Information, Figure S11). In such RSMs, clear 3-fold splitting
of the PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 222-diffraction peaks was observed in the
HK mapping for films of thickness ≳ 60 nm (Supporting
Information, Figure S12). The three structural variants in the
PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 films are indistinguishable under the on-axis 222-
diffraction condition due to the fact that they have the same
lattice projections along [222], such that the on-axis peak
splitting can only be explained by a unit-cell tilt wherein the
unit cells are inclined toward the ⟨112 ̅⟩ with 3-fold symmetry
within the plane (schematics, Figure 3c and d). The tilting
angles can be further analyzed from the KL mapping, which
shows increasing tilting with increasing film thickness
(Supporting Information, Figures S13 and S14). In turn, a
comprehensive picture of the structure of the films with
thickness ≳ 60 nm is produced wherein they include three
structural variants and three tilted versions of those variants.
Similar analysis is also applicable to RSM results measured for
the PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 330-diffraction condition (Supporting
Information, Figure S10). These fully indexed diffraction
results allow for the extraction of a similar summary of the
evolution of the lattice with film thickness, namely, the
evolution of a, b, and c as well as the interaxial angles α, β,
and γ (Figure 3e) and the c/a lattice parameter ratio (Figure
3f). Here, c decreases while a (or b, a = b) increases, resulting
in a decreasing c/a ratio with reducing film thickness (the
opposite trend of that observed for the (001)-oriented
heterostructures). The lattice angles also evolve differently,
wherein the α (or β, α = β) and γ angles deviate from 90° upon
reducing the film thickness, which leads to a tetragonal-to-

Figure 3. X-ray reciprocal space mapping studies about the 312-diffraction conditions of films and substrates for (111)-oriented PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3
heterostructures of thickness (a) 40 nm and (b) 165 nm. Three-dimensional reciprocal space mapping studies about the 222-diffraction
conditions of films and substrates for (111)-oriented PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 heterostructures of thickness (c) 40 nm and (d) 165 nm. Thickness
dependence of (e) lattice constants and interaxial angles, (f) c/a ratio, and (g) self-strain in (111)-oriented heterostructures.
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monoclinic structural transition below ∼165 nm. The α and γ
angles decrease further with reducing film thickness, implying
the monoclinic structure trends toward a rhombohedral
structure. Using the measured and bulk lattice parameters,
the effective self-strain (i.e., the distortion of the lattice relative
to bulk) can be extracted as a function of film thickness. Since
the in-plane strain applied in the (111)-oriented hetero-
structures is not isotropic, we analyzed the average in-plane
self-strain using the average lattice parameter along ⟨110⟩
(Supporting Information, Figure S15 and Table S1). Similar to
the (001)-oriented heterostructures, it is noted that the
compressive self-strain increases with reducing film thickness
(Figure 3g). All told, these structural analyses reveal that the
structure of the (001)- and (111)-oriented heterostructures
evolves differently in two major ways: (1) Upon reducing the
film thickness, the (001)-oriented heterostructures remain
tetragonal, whereas the (111)-oriented heterostructures under-
go a tetragonal-to-monoclinic structural evolution. (2) The c/a
ratio evolves in an opposite trend wherein an increasing and a
decreasing c/a ratio are observed as the thickness is reduced in
(001)- and (111)-oriented heterostructures, respectively.
Next, we studied whether and how these two structural

observations are related to the observed deviation from JKD
scaling. First-principles density functional theory (DFT)
calculations were performed to reveal the correlation between
the structural changes and the evolution of the switching
properties. Our DFT calculations captured the effects of strain
on PbTiO3 via a compressive strain within the (001) and (111)
(referred to as (001)-strain and (111)-strain, respectively) to
simulate (001)- and (111)-oriented heterostructures, respec-
tively. For (001)-strain, c is computed to increase while a (or b,
a = b) decreases, resulting in an increasing c/a ratio with
increasing compressive strain (Figure 4a). At the same time, α
= β = γ = 90° irrespective of the magnitude of the strain; thus,
the ground-state structure remains the tetragonal P4mm phase
(Figure 4b) for all compressive strains considered, consistent
with the experimental observations (Figure 2a). For (111)-
strain, even at zero strain, due to the substrate clamping effect,

the symmetry is lowered to a monoclinic Cm structure wherein
α (or β, α = β) and γ deviate slightly from 90° (i.e., a
monoclinically distorted P4mm structure is produced at zero
strain) (Figure 4c and d). Upon increasing the magnitude of
the compressive strain (simulating reduced film thickness),
both c and a (or b, a = b) are computed to decrease (with c
decreasing at a faster rate, thus resulting in a decreasing c/a
ratio) and finally converge to the same value at ∼−2% strain,
wherein the monoclinic Cm structure transforms to a
rhombohedral R3m structure. At the same time, α and γ also
decrease in magnitude and converge to the same value with
increasing compressive strain (or reduced film thickness). The
overall structural evolution predicted by the DFT calculations is
consistent with our experiments on (111)-oriented hetero-
structures, wherein the ground state adopts a monoclinic
structure and trends toward a rhombohedral structure when
subjected to a (111)-strain (Figure 3). Furthermore, from the
DFT calculations, it is possible to estimate the energy barrier
for switching (as extracted from the double-well energy curve,
defined as the energy difference between the local ferroelectric
minima and the paraelectric saddle-point configurations, i.e.,
P4/mmm and R3 ̅m, respectively) for the P4mm and Cm
structures (Figure 4e). Plotting the ideal energy barrier as a
function of strain, it is noted that the Cm structure not only
exhibits lower energy barriers at all strains but also increases
with increasing compressive strain at a lower rate than does the
energy barrier for the P4mm structure (Figure 4f). In turn, a
lower energy barrier for switching would translate to a lower Ec,
and, thus, this could potentially play a role in the observed
deviation from JKD scaling in the (111)-oriented hetero-
structures.
We note, however, that this simple explanation ignores a

number of effects known to impact switching in ferroelectrics
(e.g., differences in interfacial “dead layer” effects, incomplete
screening from electrodes, defect densities, crystalline quality,
etc.), many of which we have already addressed and have shown
to be unlikely explanations for the observations. Ultimately, for
the (111)-oriented heterostructures of thickness ≳ 165 nm, the

Figure 4. DFT calculations of lattice constants and stable structures, respectively, in (a, b) (001)- and (c, d) (111)-oriented heterostructures as
a function of strain. (e) Ideal energy barrier for (001)- and (111)-oriented heterostructures. (f) Calculated energy barrier as a function of
strain in the (001)- and (111)-oriented heterostructures.
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film adopts a relaxed tetragonal structure and exhibits a similar
scaling behavior to the (001)-oriented heterostructures that
follow JKD scaling. Upon reducing the film thickness, due to
the effects of epitaxial strain, the film transforms to a
monoclinic structure and gradually trends toward a rhombohe-
dral structure (wherein the lattice tilt angles deviate more from
90°) with strain. Such a structural transition leads to the change
in the fundamental energy barrier for switching that could
potentially contribute to the observed scaling behavior. In
addition to the observed structural transition contributing to
the scaling deviation, the thickness-dependent evolution of the
c/a ratio also likely impacts the scaling relation. Recall that in
the (001)-oriented heterostructures the c/a ratio increases with
decreasing film thickness, but does not significantly affect Pr
due to the large ionic displacement in (001)-oriented
PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 films, which is insensitive to such structural
changes.11 On the other hand, in the (111)-oriented
heterostructures, the c/a ratio decreases with decreasing film
thickness, and this reduction in tetragonality drives a reduction
in Pr. This reduction of Pr could also be exacerbated by the
presence of a flexoelectric effect, which arises from the partial
relaxation of strain in the thin (111)-oriented heterostruc-
tures.28 It has been shown that the thermodynamic Ec scales
directly with Pr because changes in Pr can drive corresponding
changes in the domain-wall energy. Thus, lowering the Pr
would decrease the domain-wall energy and, in turn, the energy
barrier for switching.13,29 With this in mind, we include the
effects of Pr variation in an adapted version of JKD scaling by
multiplying d−2/3 by a prefactor Pmea/Pmax, wherein Pmea refers
to the measured Pr and Pmax refers to the measured maximum
polarization (i.e., Pr measured for a 230 nm thick film). Note
that Pmea/Pmax also scales with thickness since both the c/a ratio
evolution and the strain gradient depend on the film thickness.
The modified scaling relation matches closely the observed Ec
evolution in (111)-oriented heterostructures (Supporting
Information, Figure S16). Thus, our work suggests that the
decreasing Pr can potentially contribute to the reduced Ec in
(111)-oriented heterostructures. Although this approach can be
simply accomplished in ultrathin films wherein a large
depolarization field can destabilize and reduce Pr, such ultrathin
films are usually difficult to measure due to the large leakage
currents and extrinsic interface effects. That said, our work
suggests a method to achieve the desired reduced Ec for
ferroelectrics outside of this ultrathin limit by engineering the
film orientation to induce both a structural transition and Pr
reduction that can be combined to affect Ec dramatically.

CONCLUSION
In summary, our work studied the effects of film orientation on
coercive-field scaling in tetragonal PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 thin films. We
observed that while (001)-oriented heterostructures follow JKD
scaling across the thickness range of 20−330 nm, (111)-
oriented heterostructures of the canonical tetragonal ferro-
electric PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 exhibit a deviation from JKD scaling
wherein a smaller scaling exponent for the evolution of Ec is
observed in films of thickness ≲ 165 nm. X-ray diffraction
reveals that, while (001)-oriented heterostructures remain
tetragonal for all thicknesses, (111)-oriented heterostructures
exhibit a transition from tetragonal-to-monoclinic symmetry in
films of thickness ≲ 165 nm as a result of the compressive
strain. First-principles calculations suggest that this symmetry
change contributes to the deviation from the expected scaling,
as the monoclinic phase has a lower energy barrier for

switching. This structural evolution also gives rise to changes in
the c/a lattice parameter ratio, wherein this ratio increases and
decreases in (001)- and (111)-oriented heterostructures,
respectively, as the films are made thinner. In (111)-oriented
heterostructures, this reduced tetragonality drives a reduction
of the remanent polarization and, therefore, a reduction of the
domain-wall energy and overall energy barrier to switching,
which further exacerbates the deviation from the expected
scaling. Overall, this work demonstrates a route toward
reducing coercive fields in ferroelectric thin films and provides
a possible mechanism to understand this deviation from JKD
scaling.

METHODS
Heterostructure Growth. The 80 nm La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/x nm

PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3/20 nm La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 heterostructures were grown on
(001)- and (111)-oriented, single-crystalline SrTiO3 substrates by
pulsed-laser deposition using a KrF excimer laser (248 nm, LPX 300,
Coherent), where the thickness of PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 varies in the range
from 20 to 330 nm (i.e., x = 20, 40, 60, 95, 165, 230, 330 nm). The
growth of all film layers was carried out in a dynamic oxygen pressure
of 200 mTorr, at a growth temperature of 650 °C, and a laser fluence
and repetition rate of 1.0 J/cm2 and 3 Hz, respectively. Following
growth, the samples were cooled to room temperature at a cooling rate
of 5 °C/min under a static oxygen pressure of 760 Torr.

Capacitor Fabrication. The circular top electrodes (diameter 25
μm) were fabricated using a wet etching method. First, the photoresist
was patterned on the as-grown heterostructures using photo-
lithography, which only covers the circular electrode regions. Using
dilute H3PO4 acid (dilution ratio 1 part acid:5 parts water) the
uncovered La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 was etched away within 30 s, leaving circular
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 contacts covered by the photoresist. Subsequently the
photoresist was removed by acetone, leaving the circular
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 electrodes.

Electrical Characterization. Ferroelectric polarization hysteresis
loops were measured at room temperature using a Precision
Multiferroic Tester (Radiant Technologies).

X-ray Analysis. A high-resolution X-ray diffractometer (Panalyt-
ical, X’Pert3MRD) was used to perform line scans and RSM studies.
Synchrotron X-ray RSM studies were conducted at the Advanced
Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory, Sector 33-BM, and 12-
ID-D using the Pilatus 100 K detector.

Computational Methods. First-principles DFT calculations were
performed within the local density approximation30 with pseudopo-
tentials and a plane-wave basis, using the Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation
Package (VASP).31,32 Epitaxial strain within the (001) and (111) were
simulated through strained bulk calculations in cubic and hexagonal
unit cells with 5 and 15 atoms (i.e., 1 and 3 formula units),
respectively.33−36 Misfit strain was measured with respect to the
computed average in-plane lattice parameter: abulk = 3.865 Å for
tetragonal PbTiO3 under (001)-strain and abulk = 3.906 Å for
monoclinic PbTiO3 under (111)-strain. Structural relaxations were
performed keeping the matching plane lattice vectors fixed: a1 = (a, 0,
0) and a2 = (0, a, 0) for (001)-strain and a1 = (√2a, 0, 0) and a2 =

(−a/√2, 3/2 a, 0) for (111)-strain, while the out-of-plane lattice
vectors, a3 = (0, 0, a) for (001)-strain and a3 = (0, 0, √3a) for (111)-
strain, along with the internal atomic positions were optimized until
forces were smaller than 1 meV/Å.

Our VASP calculations use 6 × 6 × 6 and 5 × 5 × 5 Monkhorst−
Pack k-point grids37 for (001)- and (111)-strain, respectively, and a
plane wave energy cutoff of 500 eV. The projected augmented wave
pseudopotentials38 explicitly include 14 valence electrons for Pb
(6s25d106p2), 12 for Ti (3s23p63d24s2), and 6 for O (2s22p4). Berry-
phase polarization calculations were performed within the modern
theory of polarization, as implemented in VASP.39
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